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DFC 2012 June Program....
Julie Carter
from Az Game & Fish

JUNE MEETING:
Wednesday,
June 13, 2012

Dinner and Chit-Chat: 5:30-6:30 PM
Meeting- 7:00 PM- Sharp

American Legion Post #2
2125 S. Industrial Park Ave.
in Tempe

I’ve been the Native Trout Program Coordinator at
the Arizona Game and Fish Department since 2005,
and work on the recovery of Apache trout in Arizona
and on Gila trout recovery projects in Arizona and
New Mexico. Before working with southwestern native trout, I was a fishery biologist for 8 years in Alaska
primarily working on rainbow trout and salmon life
history research. My presentation will give an overview of the status of Apache and Gila trout in Arizona, as well as the new Arizona Partnership Waters
program that will bring together angling clubs and
agencies working on specific projects to benefit fisheries resources.

Still to come for the Summer months
planned DFC Trout Bum Monthly Meetings
Take note...Mark your calendars!
Cinda will be doing July's presentation on fishing small steams.
August will be the swapmeet and we will have a panel of yet to be determined members answering questions about fly fishing. The plan is
for folks to submit questions ahead of time, in addition to having folks
ask them live at the meeting.
More on this as I develop the plan
Mike Yavello, DFC Program Chairman at: mike.yavello@gmail.com

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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MEASURELESS FLY FISHING
by Vince Deadmond

It’s June mid-point of the year, have you been fly fishing a half
dozen times? Fly fishing in the family room with the wii does
not count. If you have been dealt the “responsible adult” card, you
know that just getting to go fish, is a measure of success. Another
measure, making a smooth cast on the water, without turning the
fly line into a birds nest, has a certain satisfaction. Let’s assume
you are not under house arrest, and you could go fishing. The club
outing is a good starting place for that once a month fisher, but you
need more time on the water. The club meeting is a great place
to meet a large number of like minded folks who profess to be fly
fishermen. Some of them actually fish over 100 days a year. Those
are the fishermen you want to talk to when you are planning your
own outing.
Yes, you will meet a lot of wind bags that talk smart, but if you
are talking to someone that has only fished one big guided trip per
year, or has not wet a line in two years . . . move on, this one can’t
tie on his own fly. If you want to see measurable improvement in
your fishing skill, become your own guide and invite a small group
to go fish with you. You will need to research the destination, the
fish, fishing reports, accommodations, weather, restrictions, and
gear requirements. Those fishers who fish often, already have
fished your intended destination and would have some good ideas
in planning your trip. Fishing trips usually bring up new questions,
talking to an experienced fisher can point you in the right direction. You may get a fishing invite from a more experienced fisher,
they run out of available people to fish with.

Here are two short check lists of available fish in Arizona. If you
commit yourself to catching just six fish from the lists below, you
will be on your way to being an above average fly fisher. If you
catch all of these in the same year, I take my hat off to you because
you are already a top tier fly fisher.
Rainbow Trout
Large Mouth Bass
Brook Trout
Small Mouth Bass
Brown Trout
Striped Bass
Apache Trout
White & Yellow Bass
Cutthroat Trout
Northern Pike
Gila Trout
Bluegill
Top tier fly fishermen have the experience, the gear, and the
ability to catch lots of large difficult fish. Dave Weaver a top tier
fly fisher, is holding a trophy Tiger Musky. This fish will bruise
your ego, it’s not easy to catch, land, and photograph. The Goldfish
in the picture is a favorite food source for the Musky at Quemado
Lake in New Mexico. The measure of fly fishing is, just getting out,
catching Trout on tiny dry flies, or going for trophy fish. Have a
dream, live the dream, and measure up to your own expectation.
Get out and fish while you can. Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing
Hardware Guy can be reached at Best Hardware 237 N Apache
Trail Apache Junction, AZ vince@ajbest.com or 480 982 7461.

Dateline: May 19, 2012
...Silver Creek Update
Doug Bobb & I visited Silver Creek on Sat. Here are some pictures I took.
WMFFC put 14 of the dams down stream from the upper section. The
last several they installed they wove material between the rocks so the silt
would build up over time and hold back more water. If this works they
plan to go back and install it in the ones they did not do it to. They also put
many bigger rocks in the upper section, these rocks are all under water
and not visible.
They are going in this week and clean up the areas they took the rocks
from. Pictures of several of these areas are attached. They are also going
to plant some plants along the banks and trees (with wire enclosures to
keep the animals off so they will grow) in the area.
Charlie Rosser chasr430@gmail.com
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THE RISE

When trout are feeding near the surface they displace water with their movements. The way in which the water moves tell us about
what has just happened. With experience, a rise can tell us some, if not all, of the following:
• What food item the fish has just taken.
• The depth at which the foods item was in relation to the water surface.
• Which direction the fish was and is now travelling in.
• What depth it is cruising.
• What speed it is moving at.
• It's size
• And sometimes whether it is a brown or a rainbow.
Understanding the language of rises can triple your catch rate some summer evenings. I will deal with the food side a little later. Let
us consider some of the others:
1)- Fish direction: surface rises are generally egg shaped. The fish is travelling towards
the blunt end with the rare exception of case (2)

2)- When a trout rises from deeper water (rare) his angle is steeper and he tends
to hit the surface with a force, which causes the ripples to bulge. In this case the
fish travels in exactly the opposite direction to the ripple shape suggested in (1)
Confused. Don't worry, we all get it from time to time.
3)- The speed of the trout; faster moving trout create more surface disturbance.
4)- Large fish disturb the water much less than smaller fish (!) This is partly because small fish have to turn slightly on their side to take in the fly. The smallest
dimples of rises can often be huge fish….or fry.
5)- I believe, although I haven't read it to be the case or otherwise, that rainbows
rise at a different angle to browns. I could be wrong and there might be other
explanations, such as different cruising depths - but still the rise form would be
different. I think browns rise at a steeper angle than rainbows.
On one of those really splendid evenings when a general rise takes place, knowing this sort of stuff can really come in handy since
it is possible to selectively cast to the larger fish.
The rise forms displayed by trout vary according to the species of fly taken, these variations are covered the descriptions of the
natural insects. Being able to identify these variations gives clues as to which fly we should be fishing. I sometimes fish three dries
on the same leader: a typical team for June being a dry sedge on the top dropper, a shipman's in the middle, with a suspender buzzer
on the point.
The sedge imitation is self-explanatory. The shipman's imitates an adult buzzer. The suspender imitates the buzzer pupa just prior
to emergence. With this team it is possible, with accurate casting, to present in front of the fish, a fly of the sort which he has just
taken. Although not essential, I believe it accounts for more taken fish than the standard approach, which is to cast the middle dropper to the fish. Indeed, given the choice, I would much rather offer the fish the point fly since tangles are less likely. However, all said
and done, this sort of fishing requires both a high standard of casting and experience of rise forms.
When covering fish try to put the fly just outside it's window of vision. There are occasions when dropping the fly on the fishes
head, as it were, receives an immediate response, however, in general it is best to allow the fish to discover the fly all by himself. Exactly where you place the fly in relation to the rise depends on two factors:

• The first is the speed of the trout (discernable from the rise, with experience)
• The second is the speed of the fly delivery

The minimum distance ahead of the rise is usually around three feet. Two points of significance follow:
• The first is that you should always cover a rising fish
• The second is that covering should be done with as much haste as possible.
“Borrowed” from Paul Arden, www.sexyloops.com

Thanx to our DFC Trout Bum buddy, John Mayer at: jsmayer47@gmail.com for this article.
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....Education
Orvis in Scottsdale is offering free fly fishing lessons

Drop Charlie a note at:
chasr430@gmail.com

Are you new to fly fishing and looking for a way to get started or are you hoping to take your skills to the next level. You
still have time get in on the Orvis schools in June. They will have a Fly Fishing 101 that will cover casting and rigging your
fly line and a Fly Fishing 201 that will be on the water with a chance to catch a fish. After you complete the classes you will
receive a $25 coupon off any purchase of $50 or more in the Orvis store plus other coupons. You will also get a certificate
for a free membership to Trout Unlimited and the Federation of Fly Fishers.
Classes will be held on Saturday and Sunday. Contact the Orvis store at 480-905-1400 to reserve your spot. Dates are as
follows:

Fly Fishing 101
June 2, 3, 16, 17, 23 & 24

Fly Fishing 201
June 9, 10, 30 - July 1

There were 13 members that showed up Sat for the Casting Clinic (in May). Three were new to fly fishing and needed an introduction class, 5 worked
on target casting and 5 worked on casting into the wind. If you need help with casting into the wind you missed out on a good day to get help with the
technique. Now we all need to get out and practice what we learned so we will do better at catching the next time we go fishing. As Bruce says, "Going
fishing is not the time to practice".
Thanks to our FFF Certified Instructors: Bruce, Randy, John, Donna and Marian. Lots of good comments after the session on what we all learned.

...wandering is what brought me to Lees Ferry

Kristen Kile

When you lose something, you search the world over to get it back. Sometimes you hope that it will return of its own accord, but
in the end you are left to seek it out yourself. The questions arise, though. How far are you willing to go, and at what point must your
search cease? These questions are answered not in simply finding what has been lost, but in the journey you take to reach your bounty.
This searching, this near wandering, is what brought me to Lees Ferry. And as I stepped into big water for the first time in years, I did
so without my best friend.
My love for fly fishing was kindled on the Missouri on a summer trip to Montana with my friend. Young and naïve, in oversized
borrowed waders; I was schooled in the ways of the fly. While I learned much I retained very little besides the memory of an eighteen
inch brute on the end of my line. My first fish on the fly will remain with me forever, my best friend unfortunately will not. While my
friend has not passed on in the traditional sense, our bond has been fractured. In the years that would follow that legendary fishing trip
we slowly grew apart as various life ventures took us our separate ways. In an effort to fill the void I returned to the sport by full immersion, reading every book I could get my hands on and venturing out to wherever the wind took me. I put several thousand miles on my
car as I toured the great state of Arizona, and yet the infamous Ferry had thus far eluded me. As I passed through the vermillion cliffs I
hoped the extra mileage had led me to where I needed to be.
The following day, as I stood on the mighty Colorado River alone at first light, I was moved by the sheer power of what lay before me.
The stark walls rose up with an imposing nature as I tread carefully into the water. The cold water was breath taking at first, but washed
over quickly as I contemplated what fly to choose. On a whim, and a random piece of advice, I tied on a black bugger. On my second
cast I hooked into what could only be described as beauty. The fish cleared the water and I was given my first glimpse at the glistening
body. After some runs and a few minutes of hard fight I brought a wonderful sixteen inch trout to the net. The moment that the fish and
I shared came to an end as I released him back in to the water. While fishing and nature have long been metaphors for life, the ideology
never resonated with me until that very moment, for as I released that fish I was greeted with a sense of relief. I realized that I was finally
at peace with my departed friend, and could let go. While I will always care for my friend our time together was meant to be fleeting,
just like with the fish. We both gained from each other what was required. My friend gave me confidence and companionship, while the
fish gave me the strength to realize these things were not gone simply because my friend was. I caught and landed more fish that trip,
but none more impactful than the first. Just like in Montana this first fish will stay with me forever.
Kristen Kile • kilekristen@yahoo.com
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White Mountain Lakes Membership Drive!
Date: June DFC Meeting
The Desert Fly Casters is once again supporting the White Mountain Lakes Foundation (WMLF) with
a Membership Drive to be held in conjunction with the June DFC Meeting. John Rohmer and Glen
Knight from WMLF will be on hand delivering a short presentation on the WMLF. They will be talking about the success of the Becker Lake project and discussing the current goals for preventing
fish kills on several other White Mountain Lakes. This promises to be exciting stuff! They will also be
answering any questions you may have regarding the organization and its mission to grow bigger
fish in Arizona. There will be WMLF Membership Forms on hand for people to sign up that evening.
Annual individual memberships are $25, Lifetime individual memberships are $300 and your WMLF
donation is 100% tax deductible!
Additionally DFC Fundraising:
· The DFC will be matching any new memberships, renewals or additional contributions on behalf
of WMLF, up to $500. Here’s a chance to double your money for a good cause.
· In addition, WMLF will have a Sage Z-Axis (model 590-4) 9-foot, 5-weight, 4-piece fly rod as a
special raffle item to benefit WMLF – Tickets will be $10 each and available until 100 tickets are sold.
The White Mountain Lakes Foundation is dedicated to improving Arizona’s White Mountain fisheries
through grass-roots conservation, restoration and protection efforts. WMLF is a 100% volunteer 100% non-profit organization. All the money raised goes directly to improving fishing in the White
Mountains area. Our goal is to increase the fishing opportunities for today’s anglers and to ensure
future generations are able to enjoy great fishing in the White Mountains of Arizona.
Learn more about the White Mountains Lake Foundation by checking out: www.WMLF.org
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Spring fishing is heating up, and so are our DFC Monthly Outings!
If it seems like great club fishing trips are happening in rapid fire succession,
that’s because they are. Last month we had two successful trips, Point of Pines
(POP) and Upper Lake Mary (ULM). While it was not our original intent to have
them the same weekend, that’s just the way they worked out. What can I say,
sometimes the fish dictate the dates. Having too many fishing choices is not
the worst problem you could have, right? The POP guys and gals reported having fair weather and that everyone landed several trout. The ULM group had
similar results, but with fish of a slightly more aggressive nature.
This past weekend was the club’s Lees Ferry Outing. The Ferry has been
one of the hottest fisheries in the state lately, and it certainly lived up to its
reputation. Members showed their stuff, landing and releasing and landing
and releasing and land… (you get the point), fish after fish. We had nearly
35-members cover this stretch of the Colorado River, from top to bottom, and
fish from every conceivable method possible. We had folks on guide boats,
bass boats, canoes, kayaks, pontoons and on foot. We used midges, San Juan
worms, buggers, leeches, nymphs, dry flies and even terrestrials. Saturday everyone gathered for the group dinner. While still on our fish-high, we shared

fish tales from the Ferry. Thanks to everyone for making this such a fun trip.
Now, as the temperature starts to skyrocket in the valley, it’s time to start
planning your summer escape to the upcoming White Mountains and Mogollon Rim Outings. These both offer some of the best lake and small stream fishing in the state. See Mike Yavello regarding the White Mountain Extravaganza
and Joe Miller for the Mogollon Rim trip.
As if that’s not enough to think about already, it’s time to start planning for
the club’s annual San Juan trip. This year’s San Juan Outing will be in September and Charlie Rosser will once again be the host. If you have not been to
the San Juan, this is the year to go. The club is offering two-options, a 3-night
/ 2-day guided package and a 3-night / 1-day guided package. See Charlie at
the next meeting to sign-up -- space is limited.
Wow… That’s a lot of fishing, but you wouldn’t want it any other way.
Hope to see you at a club outing soon,
Gentry Smith,
2012 DFC Outing Chairmen • Phone: (480) 213-0372

June – White Mountain Extravaganza (Winn Campground)
Dates: Thursday, June 21 – Sunday, June 24, 2012
Where: Winn Campground, located on Hwy 273 between Sunrise Lake and Big Lake
Host: Mike Yavello | mike.yavello@gmail.com
Cost: $16 per night / per vehicle

This is the BIG ONE! Bring the whole family for this fun filled weekend of fly fishing in the beautiful White
Mountains of Arizona. This is the only area within Arizona where anglers can land Rainbows, Browns,
Cutthroats, Brook, Grayling, and Apache Trout. There are tons of fishing opportunities (both lake and
small stream) located within the Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest and on the nearby Apache Reservation. There is a daily fee for fishing on the reservation lakes and streams, but it can be worth every penny.
The club will once again be staying at the Winn Campground Group Site. Bring your 3-5wt fly rods and
usual Arizona High Mountain Lake Patterns. More information regarding specific area lakes and streams,
weather/temperatures, equipment and fly recommendations will be available soon, once we finalize all
the trip details. In the meantime, see Mike Yavello at the next club meeting to begin signing-up for this
DFC classic!

July – Mogollon Rim (Ponderosa Campground)
Dates: Thursday, July 19 – Sunday, July 22, 2012
Host: Joe Miller
Cost: $14 per night / per vehicle
Located less than 2-hrs from the east valley and easily accessible via paved roads, this campground
was a big hit last year. With its close proximity to the rim streams and lakes, it has all the makings to
become a regular club trip for years to come. More info coming soon…
Yup..
Jes get in touch
with Vince
...an' go wif
the flow!

August – Lower Salt River Float (Daytrip)
Dates: TBD
Where: TBD
Host: Vince Deadmond | vince@ajbest.com
Cost: Free for DFC Club Members
Here’s your chance to float the Lower Salt River with your host, Vince Deadmond. More info on this
daytrip to come…
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy can be reached at:
Best Hardware 237 N Apache Trail Apache Junction AZ.
vince@ajbest.com • 480-982-7461
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Outings continued...
September – San Juan River
Dates: Thursday, September 20 – Sunday,
September 23, 2012
Where: Fisheads of the San Juan River Lodge -Navajo Dam, NM
Host: Charlie Rosser | Phone: (480) 586-7163
chasr123@cox.net
Option #1:
3-Nights Lodging | 2-Days Guided Fishing
Again this year we will be staying at Fisheads of the San Juan River Lodge. This is our regular annual package, offering two full-days guided fishing, on the San Juan River.
Price: $555 per person, based on two-people (double occupancy) per room and guide
boat. We will do our best to accommodate room requests. Price does not include Guide
Tip, or NM state fishing license.
Option #2: 3-Nights Lodging |1-Day Guided Fishing
This is a new option for 2012 to accommodate those wanting to be guided on Friday and
fish self-guided on Saturday. This is an excellent opportunity to learn the ropes and test
your skills the following day!
Price: $365 per person, based on two-people (double occupancy) per room and guide
boat. We will do our best to accommodate room requests. Price does not include Guide
Tip, or NM state fishing license.
It’s that time of year when Desert Fly Casters start to plan our Annual San Juan Outing.
With the San Juan River located only 7-hours from Phoenix this is always a well attended
and fun outing, not to mention that everyone catches fish. The San Juan has an estimated
15,000 fish per mile and is one of the premier fisheries of the west. The trout thrive in the
constant water flow that is a cool 42 degrees as it comes from the bottom of Navajo Dam.
If you are a well established fly fishing person or new to it this trip provides you a chance
to enjoy a fly fishing trip of a lifetime. The guides used by Fisheads can help you hone your
skills or if you are new to fly fishing they will work with you and teach you the art of catching fish on the San Juan River.
The club will host a group dinner on Saturday evening in the banquet room. Your dinner and meal tip are included in the cost of both packages. Because we are renting the
banquet room, as a private party, members may bring their own beer, wine, and spirits.
You will be on your own for food for Thursday and Friday evening. There are several places
in the area to eat - Fisheads has a great restaurant called The Backcast Café and there is also
Abe’s and Sportsman’s within walking distance of the lodge.
This trip usually books up fast so make sure you get your money in early. Due to the guides
cancelation policy, if you need to cancel for any reason after the July meeting, it will be
your responsibility to find your replacement -- no refunds will be available. Be sure to see
Charlie at the next meeting to reserve your spot.

Photo by: David Hwang - dhwang1221@aol.com

DOC

i n h is
ow n
wo rds . . .

Doc's thoughts on his recent
Point of Pines hosting trip ...

Doc Nickel at: funnyfarm150@yahoo.com
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June – White Mountain Extravaganza (Winn Campground)
Dates: Thursday, June 21 – Sunday, June 24, 2012
Host: Mike Yavello • mike.yavello@gmail.com
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Kristen Kyle
Retail - Larry Kivela
Membership- Dave Weaver
(Also- Newsletter distribution)

NOTE: See this DFC newsletter, page 6 for full details

July – Mogollon Rim (Ponderosa Campground)
Dates: Thursday, July 19 – Sunday, July 22, 2012
Host: Joe Miller • jam@prairietriz.com
NOTE: See this DFC newsletter, page 6 for full details
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John Mayer
Conservation- Joe Miller
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It is possible that nice guys don't catch the most fish.
But they find far more pleasure in those they do get.
Roderick Haig-Brown (1960)
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Bill Batchelor
Member at Large
Darin Taverna, Tom Horvath, James
Thornton, David Hwang, Doc Nickel
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com

...
club meeting
See ya at the , 2012
June 13
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